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ENTRY LEVEL STRAP-ON™ BLACK

ENTRY LEVEL STRAP-ON™ WATERPROOF BLACK

THIGH STRAP-ON™ 

ANAL EXPLORER KIT™

Great style and price point for those new to pegging. Easy 
to get on and comfortable to wear. 4-Way adjustable 
straps fit up to 60” (152cm) hips. Accommodates dildos 
with a flared base. Interchangeable rubber O-ring 1.5” 
(3.8cm). Dildo sold separately.

Great style and price point for those new to 
pegging. Easy to get on and comfortable to 
wear. Can change dildos and rings if desired.  
4-Way adjustable straps fit up to 60” (152cm) 
hips. Accommodates dildos with a flared base. 
Dildo sold separately.

Great style and price point for those new to pegging.  
Easy to get on and comfortable to wear. Can change 
dildos and rings if desired. 4-Way adjustable straps fit up 
to 60” (152cm) hips. Accommodates dildos with a flared 
base. Dildo sold separately. 

Entry- level neoprene strap-on made for getting wet. 
Perfect for the shower or any other steamy situation. 
Easy to get on and comfortable to wear. Can change 
dildos and rings if desired. 4-Way adjustable straps fit 
up to 60” (152cm) hips. Accommodates dildos with a 
flared base. Dildo sold separately.

Our thigh strap-on allows your partner to grind on your 
thigh, freeing up hands to do other things. Neoprene 
forms to your body making this comfortable to wear as 
long as you need. Accommodates most flared dildos. 
Dildo sold separately.

Includes:
4-Way adjustable straps fit up to 60” (152cm) hips 
2 interchangeable rubber O-rings: 1.5” (3.8cm), 
1.75” (4.5cm) 
1 Please Dildo 5” (12.7cm) and 1 Skyn Dildo 6.5” 
(16.5cm). Ultimate kit with multiple possibilities.

ENTRY LEVEL STRAP-ON™ PINK

ENTRY LEVEL STRAP-ON™ RED
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SILVER SPEARS NIPPLE CLIPS
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RUBY BLACK NIPPLE CLIPS

BOY NEXT DOOR

2 fully adjustable multi-use clips.
Soft pads for added comfort can be removed for an extra  
pinch. Tension adjustments make them perfect for nipple 
stimulation and many other sensitive areas. Beautiful silver 
and black jewels hang for a delicate look.  

New to nipple play?  
These Nipple Clips are perfect for the beginner. 
Rings slide down the shaft of the tweezer-like clip for “as snug as 
you like” sensations. 
Soft pads at end for added comfort or remove for different sensations. 

NIPPLE SUCKERS

Squeezable with flanged base for extra suction.
Bulb is designed to provide increased sensitivity.

Feel as sexy as you look in this gorgeous corset-back 
strap-on. 4-Way adjustable straps fit up to 60” 
(152cm) hips and includes 
3 interchangeable rubber O-rings: 1.5” (3.8cm), 
1.75” (4.5cm), and 2” (5cm)

As close to the real thing as you can get. Lifelike 
looking and feeling penis dildo with balls. Flared 
base for use in most strap-ons. Can be used 
alone or with a strap-on. 6.5”

PLATINUM LACE CORSETTE STRAP-ON™

NIPPLE PLAY

OURNEWESTDILDO
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2 fully adjustable multi-use clips with pink heart 
dangles. Soft pads for added comfort or remove 
for a different sensation. Tension adjustments make 
them perfect for nipple stimulation and for other 
sensitive areas.

2 fully adjustable multi-use clamps.
Soft pads for added comfort.
Tension adjustments make them perfect for nipple 
stimulation and many other sensitive areas.

PRECIOUS HEART NIPPLE CLIPS

NIPPLE CLIPS

NIPPLE PLAY

MASQUERADE PARTY

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITIES

TUG ON MY HEART CLIPS

SEXY SEVERE

Golden handcuffs with soft inside lining for ultimate 
comfort. Gold lace masquerade mask.
Silicone Kegel balls with security string (and rolling 
weights inside). Luscious black feather tickler.

A great gift for “him”, “Butt knuckles” 
prostate or vaginal stimulation tool with 
attachable gold bullet vibe.
Nipple clips with attachable cock ring strap.
Mini vibe can be used alone.

Great for hands free erotic stimulation
Perfect for beginners
Rings slide down the shaft of the tweezer-like clip 
for “as snug as you like” sensations, while the chain 
drapes across your abdomen
Soft pads at the ends for added comfort

Entry level butt plug with flared base. 
Wartenberg wheel – for stimulation anywhere.
Nipple clamps with spiked tassels.
Metal Cock ring. Chain Ball metal beaded sensation 
whip – heat it up or chill it out.

BRAND NEW KITS
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TEASE AND PLEASE TEASE AND PLEASE

Tickle and whip your partner to new heights with our 
fun Toe Tickler. Indulge your foot fetish with this crop.

Black vinyl paddle with BABY design. 12 inch 
handle allows for more power behind the spanking. 
Wrist strap keeps paddle in place. Leaves a great 
impression on your partner. Black on red.

Foot PVC crop with feather tickler on the other end.  
Enjoy both pleasure and pain with two types of sensation.

• Includes 18 assorted toe ticklers. (6 each)
• Included display box sits on a shelf or hangs from hooks.

TOE TICKLER

BABY PADDLE

TOE TICKLER- FEATHER 18- PIECE TOE TICKLER DISPLAY

SS10097

SS92115

SS10096
SS10099

TOE TICKLER- BLACK SILICONE

Foot PVC crop with fun silicone flogger on the other 
end for the ultimate tease. Creates both sensations of 
a flogger and a crop.

SS10098



BEDROOM BONDAGE

This Extreme Under the Bed Restraint System™ is easy to set up, in 
fact, it sets up in mere minutes. Fits any size mattress or door and 
travels anywhere well. Use at home or on your vacations. Welded 
O-Rings for added durability and strength. Includes six points of 
restraint, use with Edge leather cuffs, sold separately.

EXTREME UNDER THE BED RESTRAINT SYSTEM™

SS98032

Center strap 
slides independently 

of side straps.

Position the restraint straps around the head and foot of the mattress or around the sides to explore new and exciting uses. Plan-O-Gram Item # SS0001-9
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